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Purpose

Quality coaching in practices 
and competitions





Other tools for 
competition 
coaching…
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Athlete Learning

Process that leads to 
desired outcome or change 

in skill or behavior



21 months – time from 1st

attempt in practice to 1st

attempt in competition 
(Willmott & Collins, ISCJ, in press)



4 Principles of Athlete Learning

• Prior knowledge can help or hinder

• Motivation directly influences learning

• Skill mastery & component skills

• Combine deliberate practice & feedback



Athlete Prior Knowledge

• Gauge readiness to learn 

• Have athletes explain or demonstrate skill 



Motivation Influence

• Challenge-skill balance

• Ask for feedback on difficulty of activities





“High perceived risk, 
low actual risk”



Component Skills



Component Skills

• List and describe pieces

• Walk through before teaching it

• Test on friend or someone from other sport



Deliberate Practice & Feedback

• Identify feedback cues in advance

• ‘Mental representations’ key to learning



Deliberate Practice & Feedback

• Feedback 
bandwidths 
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Practice Design

Maximize skill development while 
nurturing athlete motivation





Practice Efficiency
Today we only ran 20 plays instead of 80 in 

weeks gone by. Guys are going to be fresh and 
ready. But details and speed ought to improve.



Characteristics of Quality Practices

• Purpose

• Variety

• Competition

• Game-speed



Gamelike Practice Activities

Every major college program 
today has a teacher-coach at the 
helm, and they all run practices 
that are highly organized with 
competitive segments that 
mimic game conditions



Gamelike Practice Activities

• Techniques and tactics taught primarily 
through small-sided games (‘playing form’)



Gamelike Practice Activities

Practice 

teaching grid
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Competition Coaching

Balancing coach tactical 
decisions and support with 

athlete decision-making



Competition Coaching: 3 E’s

Examine

Encourage

Educate



Examine

‘Listening to the match’



Examine

• Silently observe performance 

– Own athletes and opponent

• Look for:

– Opportunities to make strategic adjustments

– Potential signs of athlete fatigue (momentum)



Examine

• Top coaches give 50% fewer comments to 
athletes during competitions than less 
successful and less experienced coaches



Encourage

• Regularly give praise for:

– Successful performance outcome 

–Quality of performance 



Encourage

• Genuine praise for quality performance, athletes:

– Perform better (confidence)

– Greater enjoyment

– Rate coaches more effective

– Raises effort level



Educate

• Look for teachable moments

• Quick feedback and reminders (cues)

• Natural breaks when possible



Educate

• Athlete like the rock moving down the ice, 
coach is like the brush that follows 
alongside and intervenes (sweeps) only 
when rock appears to be veering off course

Allen, J., & Ritchie, D. (2015). ‘Let them get on with 
it’: Coaches’ perceptions of their roles and coaching 
practices during Olympic and Paralympic Games. 
International Sport Coaching Journal, 2, 108-124.



Honesty makes it 
easier to walk the fine 
line between friend 
and authority figure.
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